Dear Sir/ Madam,
We have found in your schedule the classes of Mandala Dance,
with the instructor who has not been certified to conduct the
Dance.
This letter is to inform you:
1. Copyright for name Maya Mandala is protected by by a
certificate of registration in the International Register ISNI. All
cases of using the name, foto or video material with Maya Mandala
without permission violate the rights of proprietary and could be address to the court
2. Copyright for "Mandala Dance Practice" is protected in accordance with the
current legislation of the Russian Federation. Copyright covers not only the name
but also the movements and sequence of movements that lie at the heart of the
essence of «Mandala Dance Practice»
The main requirement for conducting "Mandala Dance Practice" is the permission
certificate of an entry in the unified register of leading. For each Certificate is
specified the city for conducting, and the time of issue of the certificate. The
validity period of each Certificate is 1 year. The validity of each Certificate can be
checked in the register leading on: www.mayamandala.com/practices/map/
3. Centers, yoga and dance clubs, studios and other institutions that provide space
for "Mandala Dance Practice " are required to check the certificate and its
authenticity.
4. Persons who will use the Practices of «Mandala Dance» for their own purpose,
without the permission certificate will be brought to justice and held liability in
accordance with article 1301 of the civil code of Russian Federation.
5. It is forbidden to use in advertising any information about " Mandala Dance
Practice " (any photos, videos, advertising materials and any kind of texts) without
the permission certificate. The main source where you can check authorship of the
materials about "Mandala Dance Practice" is the website www.mayamandala.com
and also personal blog of Maya Mandala and Mandala dance group on Facebook. In
case of violations of the requirements will be presented in court for causing
damages.
We offer you to eliminate the contradictions with the legislation of the Russian
Federation in the shortest terms, making the appropriate changes in your
schedule, promotional and informational materials in your club.

Yours Faithfully,
Maya Kuritsyna,
The Creator of Mandala Dance,
The copyright owner of "Mandala Dance Practice” and “Maya Mandala” name

